The first theorem states that all flat space-time gravitational theories must have a Lagrangian with a first term tha.t is an homogeneous (degree-I) function of the 4-velocity u z, plus a functional of ~iiutu 1. The second theorem states that all gravitational theories that satisfy ...... ii the strong eqmvalence principle have a Lagranglan with a first term gii(x) u u plus an Irrelevant term 9 In both cases the theories must issue from a unique variational principle 9 Therefore, under this condition it is impossible to find a flat space-time theory that satisfies the strong equivalence principle 9 w
Introduction
Too many times we have heard and read that Einstein's general theory of relativity is an exceptional theory in the realm of physics. In fact, gravitation is the only field that requires a curved space-time background to be explained. Nevertheless all formulations of gravitation in flat space-time have had a short life, and never has a flat space theory made a serious challenge to general relativity. Why?
In this paper we try to answer this question. In our opinion it is almost impossible to formulate a macroscopic self-consistent gravitational theory in flat space-time. More precisely: we shall prove that it is impossible to find a covariant theory drawn from a unique variational principle (and therefore self-consistent as all theories with only one axiom), that satisfies the strong equivalence principle (which we consider a soundly based macroscopic principle) in fiat space-time.
Therefore, at least in the macroscopic domain, we must reject all heretical theories and accept the true faith that teaches us that space-time is curved, and that the curvature of space-time produces a phenomenon known as the gravitational field. w
Variational Principle and Consequences
We shall try to study the set of all gravitational theories based on a unique hypothesis, i.e., a unique variational principle. We do so because in almost all flat space-time theories additional hypotheses must be stated in order to comply with the three classical experiments (as in [1 ]) or to eliminate some internal contradictions: so as to make motion and field equations compatible (as in [2]), or motion equations compatible with flat space-time (as in [3]), or to fix a particular gauge where field equations are only valid (as in [4] ). On the contrary if we begin with just one variational principle we are sure that we are free of internal inconsistencies; and that is precisely the case of electromagnetism, which is also the best and only model to build a gravitational macroscopic theory.
The electromagnetic action is SE=~-~fmrlijuiuJds+~e fAiuids+ fs
where rlij is the Lorentz metric tensor, ds = (~ijdxidxJ) 1/2 , u i = dxi /ds, etc. The first term in the right-hand side is the free-particle action (i.e., a function of the particle velocity only), the second one is the interaction term (i.e., a functional of the velocity and the field), and the last one is the action of the field itself (a functional of the field only). In this case we know that all the classical electromagnetic theory can be deduced from the action (2.1) and we can also obtain an acceleration zJ i = dui/ds that satisfies r~i/ui~ j = 0 or d O.Ji]uiuJ) = 0 (2.2) a condition that must necessarily be fulf'dled in flat space-time because from ds = (r~iidxidxJ) 1/2 (2.3)
we can deduce equation (2.2). Let us now consider the gravitational case as generally as we can. So let us
